Aviation sector urged to fight climate change

**Doha Declaration issued at end of two-day summit**

**By Pratap John**

Global aviation leaders have urged the industry to “engage collectively” to “reduce the level of emissions in an efficient manner” and to “take to the world the level of ambition in the climate change.” This was echoed at the end of the 2020 ICAO Aviation, Environment and Global Regulatory Summit in Doha yesterday. The Doha Declaration emphasized that travel and tourism, within a global aviation framework, is the key global connectivity and economic opportunity. “We need now to focus on the future of the industry,” it said.

The declaration urged governments around the world to consult actively with the industry on a global basis to ensure adequate policies and frameworks. “We need to see urgent action on carbon emissions in the aviation sector,” it said.

President Donald Trump, facing a bruising re-election campaign and possible further investigations in Washington, yesterday sent a similar cable to the Turkish president, Recep Tayyip Erdogan on the issue, and the plane skidding at Sabiha Gokcen airport in Istanbul, and avoided the subject a special meeting with the president of Turkey, which also sent a similar cable to the Turkish president.

**Arab World**

Several Palestinians dead in fresh violence

Violence has gripped parts of Syria and the West Bank yesterday, leaving several Palestinian dead and Israeli soldiers and a police officer injured. A Palestinian official died in the West Bank; Israel’s army, the Hamas security forces, and the police officer also died in the West Bank; Israeli soldiers and a police officer also died in the West Bank; Israeli soldiers and a police officer also died in the West Bank.

The conflict in the region seemed to erupt into daily fighting following the death of a Palestinian man last month, who was killed by Israeli forces.

In a striking image of the epidemic’s reach, nearly daily strikes on Hamas and 12 Israeli soldiers and a police officer died in the West Bank yesterday, and the West Bank yesterday.

Several Palestinians were killed in the West Bank yesterday, and the West Bank yesterday.

A whistleblowing Chinese doctor who was reprimanded for “spreading panic” over the coronavirus was hailed yesterday for his role in combating the virus.

Li Wenliang, an ophthalmologist who was reprimanded for “spreading panic” over the coronavirus, yesterday after testing positive for the virus, which he first warned about last month. Li Wenliang, an ophthalmologist who was reprimanded for “spreading panic” over the coronavirus, yesterday after testing positive for the virus, which he first warned about last month.

China wages ‘people’s war’ on virus as global fears rise
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**In brief**

**Qatar**

**Official**

Amir condolees with Turkish president

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani today sent a letter of sympathy to Turkish president Recep Tayyip Erdogan and his government after a helicopter crash yesterday killed four people.

The crash killed four people, discussed at a standing ovation from the airport.
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Qatar chairs meeting of Arab Economic and Social Council

Qatar today hosted the 105th session of the Arab Economic and Social Council (AESC), marking the first in-person meeting of the council since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Al-Thawadi expressed his hope that the council would achieve a number of outcomes. He highlighted that the council was expected to discuss the outcomes of the 25th Arab Summit, the outcomes of the other Arab summits, and the outcomes of the meetings of the various Arab conferences.

He also announced the launch of National Sport Day events to honour the prestigious champions, headed by the world champions in weightlifting, boxing, and karate. The NSD's programme will involve the Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) World Cup Qatar 2022, with delivering the Middle East's first football tournament.

Qatar's hosting of one of the world's greatest sporting events will be placed in the spotlight at Qatar Foundation Round Table — when the man who leads the organization tasked with delivering the biggest sporting event in the world, and the permanent host of the 2022 FIFA World Cup, His Excellency HE the Deputy Chief of Staff the Qatar Foundation, Chief Executive Officer and Member of the Board of Directors of the Supreme Committee for Delivery & Legacy, His Excellency Dr. Issam Kazim, will address delegates at the National Library on February 10, the official launch of the tournament.

The moderated discussion on economic and social issues of the outcomes and decisions of the 104th session of the council and the implementation of the decisions of the extraordinary Arab summit in Tunisia in 2019, which the ministers will be tasked with discussing.

In a public talk at Qatar National Library on February 10, His Excellency Dr. Issam Kazim, Chief of Staff of the Supreme Committee for Delivery & Legacy, Qatar Foundation and Member of the Board of Directors of the Supreme Committee for Delivery & Legacy, will speak about the programs that Qatar has made and the next steps that will be taken at the national and regional scales during the 2022 FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022, as well as how the partnership impact on the country will last beyond the final kick in 2022.

With 33 months to go before the tournament kicks off, the World Cup will also talk about the role that innovation is playing in delivering the global sporting spectacle — and how it will be the most sustainable FIFA World Cup ever.
Aviation sector urged to fight climate change

The UN praised Qatar's support for sporting events initiative

UN envoy reports 'progress' in Libya rival talks

Turkey urges Russia to halt regime attacks in Syrian town of Idlib

Israel-Palestinian violence rises after Trump peace plan
Two die in Zimbabwe gold mine collapse

**Report**

Two Rwandan standard-bearers, who had been assassinated in a Conscription of 1922 massacre, were killed in work-related circumstances. The police in Zimbabwe say the relatives of the two men have been informed about the deaths.

**News Brief**

In Zimbabwe, two men have died in a gold mine collapse. One of them was a miner who had been working in the mine for over a year. The other was a foreman who had been in charge of the mining operation for several months. The mine is located in the Mazvimavi district of the Chirungu region.

Bozotswana prepares to enhance elephant hunting licences

**Report**

Bozotswana, a Southern African country, has announced plans to enhance its elephant hunting licences. The country, which has experienced an overpopulation of elephants, plans to issue more licences to hunters to manage the population.

**News Brief**

In Botswana, the government has announced plans to issue more elephant hunting licences to manage the overpopulation of elephants in the country. This decision has been made in response to growing concerns about the impact of the overpopulation on the ecosystem and the economy. The country is home to one of the largest elephant populations in the world, and the government hopes that more licences will help to control the population while also generating revenue.

**POLITICS**

Tanzania wants a new election panel report

**Report**

Tanzania’s opposition calls for a new election panel report. The ruling party has rejected the opposition’s call, saying the previous report was fair and impartial.

**News Brief**

In Tanzania, the opposition has called for a new election panel report to investigate the 2020 presidential election. The ruling party has rejected the call, saying the previous report was fair and impartial.

**JUSTICE**

Zimbabwe asks ICC to reconsider war crimes

**Report**

Zimbabwe asks the International Criminal Court (ICC) to reconsider war crimes charges against former President Robert Mugabe. The government has sent a letter to the ICC expressing its concerns about the court’s impartiality and the lack of evidence against Mugabe.

**News Brief**

In Zimbabwe, the government has sent a letter to the International Criminal Court (ICC) expressing its concerns about the court’s impartiality and the lack of evidence against former President Robert Mugabe. The government has asked the court to reconsider war crimes charges against Mugabe.

**FLORIDA**

LeSotohie’s leader’s wife gets bail after murder trial

**Report**

LeSotohie’s leader’s wife gets bail after murder trial. The former leader’s wife had been charged with murder after the death of her husband. She has been granted bail pending the outcome of the trial.

**News Brief**

In LeSotohie, the former leader’s wife has been granted bail pending the outcome of her murder trial. The trial is scheduled to begin next month.

**AFRICA**

...Rwanda’s presidential candidate also appears to have lost hope of winning the election. His campaign has been plagued by allegations of fraud and voter fraud.

---

**Bosnian Serb political leader Radovan Karadzic is set to go on trial again after his earlier acquittal was overturned by an appeal court.**

---

**In Tanzania, the government has announced plans to issue more elephant hunting licences to manage the overpopulation of elephants in the country.**

---

**In Zimbabwe, the government has sent a letter to the International Criminal Court (ICC) expressing its concerns about the court’s impartiality and the lack of evidence against former President Robert Mugabe. The government has asked the court to reconsider war crimes charges against Mugabe.**
Democrats issue call for Iowa caucus recount

U.S. President Donald Trump celebrated an acquittal on impeachment charges brought by Democrats in the U.S. Senate on Wednesday and swiftly declared victory in the Iowa caucuses.

The Iowa Democratic Party today declined to release any preliminary numbers in the caucuses, which back-up plans would be implemented.

The company that developed the caucus-reporting apps for both Iowa and Nevada, party spokesmen said yesterday.

The Canadian-born Yovanovitch, who has also served as US ambassador to Ukraine and Kyrgyzstan, said she acted in good conscience when she testified.

The House of Representatives, only Republican Senator Mitt Romney and the troubled process has underscored the fact that he remains in office.

The latest Reuters/Ipsos poll, conducted on Monday and Tuesday, showed 42% of American adults approved of Trump’s performance, while 56% disapproved.
WHO investigates Singapore meet linked to spread of coronavirus

Malaysia’s Minister of Health Anutin Charnvirakul at the press conference yesterday.

Malaysia has reported 100 new cases of Covid-19, putting the total number of infections since the outbreak in the South Asian nation of 165mn to 25.

Chantapong, the 75-year-old manager of a construction firm in Pathum Thani province, died of Covid on Tuesday.

“It’s too early to say if the virus is under control,” health minister Anutin Charnvirakul said.

Surgical masks are in short supply, and there are concerns there will not be enough to meet demand.

Minister Anutin Charnvirakul yesterday.

Singapore has reported 21 cases of Covid-19 in the past week, although it has so far been able to keep the virus under control.

The Philippines has so far reported 563, although only two deaths.
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China virus cases found on cruise ship spark fears

**Death toll in mainland China rises to 259, 13,900 infected**

Dozens of trade fairs, conferences postponed amid China virus fears

Three cruise ships with about 6,000 passengers and crew members anchored in Japan and Hong Kong; outbreaks in China
doctor confirmed yesterday on a cruise ship in the port of Hong Kong, saying that the patient had been isolated.

**Australia receives bushfire reprieve with floods, downpours for cyclones**
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Northern Irish police find bomb on truck

A Northern Ireland police spokesperson said that the device had been found on a trailer in an industrial area near Newry, west of Newry, and was made safe by the technical and explosive disposal unit.

Ministers jostle as PM plans long-awaited cabinet recast

A string of female ministers were set to jostle to get close to the prime minister after the reshuffle. It was a “cabinet full of men” as there were no women in the new lineup.

China lays govt advice as coronavirus case detected

A further patient has tested positive for coronavirus bringing the total number of cases in the country to 39, the National Health Commission of the People’s Republic of China said.

Nurse jailed for fatal car crash

A nurse was jailed for three years and six months after she drove drunk and at twice the legal limit when she crashed into a head-on accident.

Police use DNA test to catch cow thief

Police in Wales have used DNA profiling to solve the mystery of a missing cow that went missing from a field in south of Swansea.

Members of the International Artillery Company fire a 42-round gun salute from the Gan Gun Wharf outside the Tower of London yesterday to mark the 66th anniversary of Queen Elizabeth II’s accession to the throne.
**Talks with Catalan separatists to start this month**

The premier of Germany’s Thuringia state on Sunday called for talks with Catalan separatists to be resumed, after the Spanish central government and the Catalan regional government have sharply opposing views over the independence of Catalonia.

German state PM quits after far-right backing

Two train drivers die in Italy rail crash

The German state Premier of Thuringia, Katja Kipping, said that talks with Catalan separatists would be initiated “within this month, that is to say, the beginning of this month”.

Kipping said that the central government and the Catalan regional government have “sharply opposing views” over the independence of Catalonia. “I think the time has come for dialogue,” she said.

The Catalan regional government has called for talks to be held with the Spanish central government, but the Spanish central government has so far refused to engage in dialogue.

**Two train drivers die in Italy rail crash**

Two train drivers were killed and at least 14 people injured yesterday in a high-speed train derailment near the town of Lodi, about 50km (30 miles) north of Milan.

The crash occurred just after 5am and the train was carrying around 200 passengers.

It is the latest in a series of accidents in Italy in recent months, including a derailment in January that killed two people.

The Italian railway company, Trenitalia, said that the train was traveling at 200mph (320km/h) and that the track was clear before the accident.

Passengers described how they were thrown into the air and how the train split in two.

**Lawmakers scuffle during a session of parliament on land reform**

Lawmakers scuffle during a session of parliament on land reform.

President of the European Parliament, Antonio Tajani, has called for an urgent debate on land reform in Italy, saying that the current system is not sustainable.

The Italian parliament is currently debating a controversial land reform bill that is expected to be voted on later this month.

The bill has been the subject of intense debate in Italy, with opponents and supporters of the bill accusing each other of exploiting the issue for political gains.

Opponents of the bill argue that it will benefit large landowners at the expense of farmers, while supporters say it is necessary to modernize the agricultural sector.

The Italian government has faced criticism for its handling of the land reform bill, with some accusing it of being biased towards large landowners.

The bill is expected to be voted on later this month, and a final vote is expected in the coming weeks.
Seven people killed in Uttar Pradesh gas leak

Two children and a woman were among five who died when a gas leak in a pipeline situated between a factory and a local hospital in the Noida district, Uttar Pradesh, forced around 500 residents to evacuate. The dead include three women, one man and three children. All of them were women and children. The cause of the leak has not been identified as yet, said Dr Satish Kumar, who said two local residents and two children, a boy and a girl, were killed. The two other children were Motu, 75, and Pritam, 79. The chief minister has announced a compensation of Rs10,000 each for the lost of the deceased.

Kerala economy grows 7.5%, jobless numbers rise

The Kerala economy registered a growth of 7.7% in 2015-18 compared to 6.6% in 2014-15. The government has revised the growth rate for the last fiscal year to 7.3% from 6.9%. However, the unemployment rate in Kerala has also risen from 6.6% in 2014-15 to 7.5% in 2015-18.

Vedanta’s brother death a case of suicide: police

Police probing the death of Supreme Court lawyer K. Vasantha Reddy’s brother K. J. Reddy who has jumped to death from a building in Dehradun city, India, have clarified that it is a case of suicide. It had been informed to the Dehradun police that a man had jumped from a building in the early hours of the morning.

R38bn illegal cash found in raids on film industry

Police have seized Rs38 billion in cash during raids on film industry figures in Mumbai. The raids were conducted by the income tax department on famous personalities and their associates in Mumbai and other parts of the country.

Bengaluru woman who ‘killed’ mother held

A 23-year-old woman from Bengaluru was arrested after allegedly killing her mother and burning her body. The police said that the woman had killed her own mother and set her body on fire. According to the police report, the deceased was allegedly killed by the accused woman.

Opposition’s NPRO tests only for political gains, says Modi

Prime Minister Narendra Modi today hit out at opposition parties, alleging that they are distorting the results of the polls by levelling baseless charges against his government. He said that the opposition parties are only using the media toachinery to polarise the public.

Sheena murder case

The United States embassy clarified that a 25-year-old man who had been arrested on Saturday at the living quarters of the US embassy in New Delhi on medical grounds. The man was arrested after the CBI had informed the US embassy about the arrest of Sheena Bora murder case, on Saturday at the living quarters of the US embassy in New Delhi.

Mumbai gangrape — which brought so much to the nation has been under the interlocutor’s scanner since the brutal gang-rape and murder of a 23-year-old woman that took place on December 16, 2012, in the national capital. The case had gained worldwide attention, with the brutal nature of the attack and the subsequent investigation.

TRAGEDY COMMENT DATA CRIME LAW AND ORDER

TERRORISM AND CRIME

**TRAGEDY COMMENT**

Sheena Bora murder case

The amended law lengthened prison terms and introduced the death penalty in cases where the accused are found guilty of raping a minor. The law also provides for the death penalty in cases where the accused are found guilty of raping a pregnant woman.

**DATA**

Kerala economy grows 7.5%, jobless numbers rise

The Kerala economy registered a growth of 7.7% in 2015-18 compared to 6.6% in 2014-15. The government has revised the growth rate for the last fiscal year to 7.3% from 6.9%. However, the unemployment rate in Kerala has also risen from 6.6% in 2014-15 to 7.5% in 2015-18.

**COMMENT**

Vedanta’s brother death a case of suicide: police

Police probing the death of Supreme Court lawyer K. Vasantha Reddy’s brother K. J. Reddy who has jumped to death from a building in Dehradun city, India, have clarified that it is a case of suicide. It had been informed to the Dehradun police that a man had jumped from a building in the early hours of the morning.

**CRIME**

R38bn illegal cash found in raids on film industry

Police have seized Rs38 billion in cash during raids on film industry figures in Mumbai. The raids were conducted by the income tax department on famous personalities and their associates in Mumbai and other parts of the country.

**LAWS AND ORDER**

Bengaluru woman who ‘killed’ mother held

A 23-year-old woman from Bengaluru was arrested after allegedly killing her mother and burning her body. The police said that the woman had killed her own mother and set her body on fire. According to the police report, the deceased was allegedly killed by the accused woman.

**OPPOSITION’S NPRO TESTS ONLY FOR POLITICAL GAINS, SAYS MODI**

Prime Minister Narendra Modi today hit out at opposition parties, alleging that they are distorting the results of the polls by levelling baseless charges against his government. He said that the opposition parties are only using the media toachinery to polarise the public.

**FRACKING DISTRACTING PEOPLE FROM REAL ISSUES: RAHUL**

The prime minister stated that the citizenship law and article 370 had become the order of the day after the Johnson and Trump visit.

**YEDDYPARRA UNDERSCRAP KARNATAKA CABINET**

The cabinet of Karnataka state was dissolved on Tuesday after T.B. Jayaram’s government lost the support of two MLAs in the assembly.

**‘WE WILL GO TO DELHI NEXT WEEK AFTER THE HOGFLAP ASSEMBLY SESSION’**

The prime minister stated that he would meet the president of the country to dissolve the assembly and call for an election.
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Amazon pink dolphins under threat as fishing ban comes to an end

By Bruno Kelly, Reuters

The Amazon river dolphin is an integral part of Brazil's rich biodiversity. But some are concerned about the world's largest freshwater dolphin community facing a threat that could lead to its extinction.

**FINANCE**

Argentina Senate passes debt restructuring bill

The Senate of Argentina approved on Wednesday a bill that grants power to the president to negotiate a debt restructuring with the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The bill, approved by the lower house on January 29, was presented by President Alberto Fernandez and seeks to increase the country's credit rating, which has been downgraded by the IMF. The Senate's approval is a key step in the government's efforts to restructure its debt and access international capital markets.

**INTERVIEW**

**Justice Minister来讲**

Argentina's justice minister, Martín Giacometti, discussed the country's approach to tackling crime and corruption. Giacometti said that the government's priority is to reduce the number of cases in the justice system and to ensure that those who violate the law are held accountable. He also stressed the importance of transparency and accountability in the justice system.

**Winter treat**

**Brazil puts robbed tourist on rampant on official Instagram**

The Amazon rainforest is home to a diverse array of flora and fauna. In Brazil, the Amazon region is a popular destination for tourists. The Amazon's wildlife is renowned for its beauty and diversity, with many species of plants and animals found nowhere else on earth. Tourists often visit the Amazon to witness its unique ecosystem and its inhabitants, such as the pink dolphins.

**PPS**

By Perrine Juan and Joshua Finkenstaedt

AFP

Argentina’s president, Alberto Fernandez, has announced next Monday which election the socialist leader’s bid to run for a Senate seat will be held. Fernandez is seeking re-election in a poll that will be held on October 10.

**Politics**

**Hitman for dreaded drug lord Escobar dies in jail**

A notorious hitman for Colombia’s most wanted drug lord, Pablo Escobar, has died in prison after being sentenced to life in jail for his role in a series of murders. The man, known as “El Chivo,” was convicted of multiple murders and was sentenced to life in prison in 2008. However, he was granted a temporary release from prison last year and died of natural causes in prison on Tuesday.

**Argentina**

**Bolsonaro moves to free mining, hydro-dam on indigenous lands**

Brazil’s right-wing President Jair Bolsonaro has moved to ease restrictions on mining and hydropower projects on indigenous lands, prompting concern from environmentalists and indigenous communities.

**Bolivia**

**Morales rivals seek vote disqualification**

Eduardo Quispe, a candidate in Bolivia’s presidential election, submitted a petition to the Supreme Court to disqualify his rival, former President Evo Morales, from running in the upcoming election. Quispe argues that Morales should be disqualified because he was involved in an impeachment process earlier this year.

**Justice**

**Uber wins appeal as court drivers say not employees**

Uber has won an appeal in a Brazilian court that had ruled its drivers are employees. The company had argued that its platform is a digital intermediary, not an employer, and that its drivers are independent contractors. The court ruled in favor of Uber, stating that the drivers are not employees and that Uber is not responsible for their actions.
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Minister defends remarks on use of drugs to make meds

Minister for State for Narcotics Control Affairs Abdul Attique Ahmad has defended his remarks on use of cocaine and other drugs to make medicine, claiming that this practice is widespread in all the developed countries.

“Nothing good is in it,” he said referring to the remarks he made in a press conference during a visit to the bordering Afghanistan.

A statement attributed to the minister was quoted in a clip of a press conference in the Torkham, in which he said that the practice was widespread in all the developed countries.

“The world has taken benefits by us- ing drugs to make medicines,” the minister was quoted as saying. “The same people are still available there. These substances should be used in medicine, there is a need for them,” he added.

Mr. Attique Ahmad was quoted as saying that the practice was widespread in all the developed countries and that he was exposed to it while he was in the Afghan government.

“Nothing good is in it,” he said, adding that the practice was still widespread in Afghanistan and was recognized as a health issue.

Mr. Attique Ahmad also said he was exposed to the practice while he was in the Afghan government and that he was aware of its existence.

“Mr. Attique Ahmad was quoted as saying that the practice was widespread in all the developed countries and that he was exposed to it while he was in the Afghan government.

“The world has taken benefits by using drugs to make medicines,” the minister was quoted as saying. “The same people are still available there. These substances should be used in medicine, there is a need for them,” he added.

Mr. Attique Ahmad was quoted as saying that the practice was widespread in all the developed countries and that he was exposed to it while he was in the Afghan government.

“Nothing good is in it,” he said, adding that the practice was still widespread in Afghanistan and was recognized as a health issue.

Mr. Attique Ahmad also said he was exposed to the practice while he was in the Afghan government and that he was aware of its existence.

PM rejects proposal for ‘national reconciliation’

The Prime Minister, Shahbaz Sharif, has rejected a proposal for ‘national reconciliation’ in Pakistan, saying that the country needs to focus on its economic development and social welfare.

Mr. Sharif said that the proposal was nothing but an attempt to divert attention from the government’s efforts to address economic and social issues.

He said that the opposition parties were trying to compete in the upcoming general election and that they were not serious about reconciliation.

Mr. Sharif also said that the proposal was an attempt to create a cheap image of the government.

He said that the government was focused on improving the economy and providing social welfare to the people.
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Corruption is unlawful and a major sin

Contemplation and consideration

Bribery is unlawful and a major sin against Allah. It is mentioned in the Quran and Hadith that those who indulge in bribery are considered unrighteous. Bribery is unlawful and an important sin against Allah. When someone offers another person another person, it is a major sin. When one acquires wealth and property through bribery, they are considered unrighteous. When one offers another person another person, it is a major sin. When one acquires wealth and property through bribery, they are considered unrighteous.

In Islam, bribery represents an act of injustice that goes against the values of honesty and fairness. It is a major sin that is not only against the individual, but also against society and the community. Bribery undermines the integrity of institutions and can lead to corruption, which is a major sin against Allah. When people indulge in bribery, they are not only harming themselves, but also harming others. It is important to recognize the harm that bribery can cause and to avoid engaging in this act.

In conclusion, bribery is a major sin against Allah. It is important to recognize the harm that it can cause and to avoid engaging in this act. We should strive to live a life that is honest and fair, and to avoid engaging in any act that goes against the values of honesty and fairness.
The record-low unemployment rate, especially for communities of colour, declared the state of the union “stronger than ever before” – at a cost. Action on key issues that are too pressing to await a compromise, or even comity, is needed for bipartisan governing. Over his left shoulder sat Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi, setting the stage. Over his right flank: Republican lawmakers defending the president, “American carnage.” The extraordinary circumstances were apparent in the address on Tuesday night. It was a night that laid bare the nation’s deep partisan divide, with Trump not shaking Pelosi’s hand and the speaker smiling the evening by ripping up her copy of the address.

As such, and to avoid granting the benefits of the doubt to the president, who has repeatedly lied to the American people about the election, impeachment is necessary. The extraordinary circumstances were apparent in the address:

And it was hardly the combination of ingredients for the recipe for compromise, or even comity, that’s needed for bipartisan action on key issues that are too pressing to await a presidential campaign, including work on lowering healthcare costs.

Some agree with Dershowitz that the president is not guilty of a high crime and misdemeanor. But a proper impeachment must look to the future, not the past, and Trump’s record is one of corruption, obstruction of justice, and abuse of power. Trump’s actions have undermined the integrity of the presidency and have imperiled the nation. The president is a threat to the safety and security of the United States, and he must be removed from office.
Young climate activists demand to be heard

**By Abbas Kunch**

Y
oung climate activists are urging major powers to take action on climate change, highlighting the fact that they are the most vulnerable to its effects. The activists are calling on governments to act more urgently on climate change, particularly at a time of rapidly increasing political polarization. They believe that the European Union needs to identify and convincingly articulate its role as a global climate leader.

The activists are particularly concerned about the vulnerability of developing countries and small island nations to climate change impacts, from frequent droughts and storms to rising seas. They argue that the world needs to act now to avoid catastrophic consequences.

Many countries view the Chinese economy as the most dynamic and dynamic as the Thaïlande. Today Europe needs some means of its global role. The United Kingdom and China have already established a bilateral relationship in the past few years now. For example, Macron has signed a bilateral agreement with India on climate change and India has won China many followers. At its factory in Taipei in Taiwan, the company's rent-to-own scheme has won China many new followers. This is easier said than done, particularly at a time of rapidly increasing political polarization. The activists believe that the European Union needs to identify and convincingly articulate its role as a global climate leader.
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Generation Amazing and UCFB to monitor impact of Qatar 2022 legacy programme

The collaboration continued when UCFB CEO Lisa Wiltshire visited Qatar to prepare research and impact report during the Generation Amazing Festival 2019. The partnership will help Generation Amazing further enhance its projects while offering researchers and learning opportunities to faculty and students from the London- and Manchester-based education institutions.

UCFB and its students monitor the impact of football for development initiatives to address social issues in countries around the world. In addition, both sides will explore ways to develop educational pathways for those who are learning life skills through football for development programmes, "said Nasser Al Khater, Generation Amazing Programme Director.

"We look forward to embarking on a dynamic partnership that will see an exchange of knowledge and expertise around the topics of legacy, football development and data analysis in the build-up to and beyond 2022," he added.

Generation Amazing and UCFB will be distributed to all participants and beneficaries of the Generation Amazing Festival 2019.
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